Abstract-In this paper, we propose an efficient online multiobject tracking framework based on the Gaussian mixture probability hypothesis density (GMPHD) filter and occlusion group management scheme where the GMPHD filter utilizes hierarchical data association to reduce the false negatives caused by miss detection. The hierarchical data association consists of two steps: detection-to-track and track-to-track associations, which can recover the lost tracks and their switched IDs. In addition, the proposed framework is equipped with an object grouping management scheme which handles occlusion problems with two main parts. The first part is "track merging" which can merge the false positive tracks caused by false positive detections from occlusions, where the false positive tracks are usually occluded with a measure. The measure is the occlusion ratio between visual objects, sum-of-intersection-over-area (SIOA) we defined instead of intersection-over-union (IOU) metric. The second part is "occlusion group energy minimization (OGEM)" which prevents the occluded true positive tracks from false "track merging". We define each group of the occluded objects as an energy function and find an optimal hypothesis which makes the energy minimal. We evaluate the proposed tracker in benchmark datasets such as MOT15 and MOT17 which are built for multi-person tracking. An ablation study in training dataset shows that not only "track merging" and "OGEM" complement each other but also the proposed tracking method has more robust performance and less sensitive to parameters than baseline methods. Also, SIOA works better than IOU for various sizes of false positives. Experimental results show that the proposed tracker efficiently handles occlusion situations and achieves competitive performance compared to the state-of-theart methods. Especially, our method shows the best multi-object tracking accuracy among the online and real-time executable methods.
while deep neural networks based detectors such as FR-CNN [10] , SDP [11] , and EB [12] have shown breakthrough in object classification and detection.
Besides, MOT algorithms are categorized into two approaches: offline and online processes. The most different point between two approaches is that whereas the offline process can see the whole time sequences at once, the online process can see only the frames from initial time 1 to current processing time k. In other words, from the system user's perspective, whereas the offline method is suitable for postprocessing, the online process for real-time application.
Thus, many offline methods [28] , [29] , [31] , [34] , [36] , [46] take advantage of the global optimization models. [29] , [36] , [46] exploit graphical models to solve MOT task. Pirsiavash et al. [36] designed a min-cost flow network where the nodes and the directed edges indicating observations and tracklets' hypotheses, respectively form a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The DAG's shortest (min-cost) path can be found with Dijkstra's algorithm. Choi et al. [29] divided the tracking problem into subgraphs and solved each subgraph as conditional random field inference in parallel. Keuper et al. [46] applied vision-based perspective to the proposed graph optimization model. Feature points' trajectories and bounding boxes build low-level and high-level graph models, respectively, and then, they find the optimal association results between the two levels graph models. Rezatofighi et al. [31] and Kim et al. [28] considered all possible hypotheses for data association. Because it involves the exponentially increasing complexity with a tree structure, [31] assumed m-best solutions and [28] pruned out invalid hypotheses using their own rule. Besides, Milan et al. [34] proposed a sophisticated energy minimization technique considering detection, appearance, dynamic model, mutual exclusion, and target persistence for MOT task in video. Those offline methods have strength to generate the accurate and refined tracking results but is not suitable for practical real-time application.
On the other hand, since the online approach cannot apply the global optimization models, intensive motion analysis and appearance feature learning have been popularly utilized with a hierarchical data association framework and the online Bayesian model [14] , [15] , [18] , [21] , [23] , [25] , [37] , [42] . Yoon et al. [23] proposed a relative motion analysis between all objects in a frame, and then improved the work [23] by adding the cost optimization function using context constraints in [21] . Bae et al. [25] exploited the incremental linear discriminant analysis (LDA) for appearance learning and presented a tracklet confidence based data association framework. Also, in [14] , they improved their previous work [25] by using the deep neural network (DNN) based appearance learning instead of the incremental LDA. As we addressed in the previous paragraph, DNN has given breakthrough in appearance learning i.e., object classification and detection. So, some online MOT algorithms have focused on how to adopt deep appearance learning into their tracking frameworks. Yoon et al. [15] exploited the siamese convolutional neural networks (CNN) [51] to train appearance model. They train the deep appearance networks selectively where only the detection responses matched with high confidence between the historical object queues in the recent few frames. Then, they combine the trained networks to a simple Bayesian tracking model with the Kalman filter. Chen et al. [37] employed a re-identification (Re-ID) model [52] to their tracking framework. They measure the similarity between detection and track by calculating the distance between Re-ID feature vectors of them. Then, they associate the pairs of detections and tracks which make the sum of the distances minimal. Both approaches [15] , [37] proposed online Bayesian tracking models with conventional DNN models to measure the similarity between the visual objects. Those online MOT methods have proposed successful solutions with excellent tracking accuracy but their intensive analysis and learning processes take heavy computing resource and time. Also, even if they just employ conventional DNN models through state-of-the-art GPU processing technique, the requirement for a lot of computing resource is inevitable and it makes the trackers difficult to achieve real-time speed.
Recently, the closed-form implementations [2] , [3] of the probability hypothesis density (PHD) filtering have been employed as an emerging theory for many online MOT methods [16] [17] [18] , [22] , [38] , [41] [42] [43] . That is because Vo et al. [2] , [3] provided not only theoretically optimal approach to the online multi-target Bayes filtering but also approximate the original PHD recursions involving multiple integrals, which alleviate the computational intractability. Moreover, the PHD filter was originally designed for multi-target tracking in radar/sonar systems which receive uncountable false positive observations, i.e., clutters. So it is robust to deal with false positives errors but weak to handle false negatives. V. Eiselein et al. [43] combined the feature-based label tree to the Gaussian mixture PHD (GMPHD) filter, which use visual features to help the GMPHD filter work sensibly in video data system. Song et al. [16] extended the GMPHD filter based tracking with the two-stage hierarchical data association strategy and use simple motion estimation and appearance matching to recover lost tracks. T. Kutschbach et al. [42] joined the GMPHD filter with the kernelized correlation filters (KCF) [53] for online appearance update to overcome occlusion. Z. Fu et al. [18] adopted an adaptive gating technique and an online group-structured dictionary (appearance) learning strategy into the GMPHD filter. They make the GMPHD filter be sophisticated and fit to video based MOT. Besides, various tracking methods [22] , [38] , [41] utilizing the PHD filters have been proposed.
These latest MOT research trends motivate our work in terms of the three main contributions. Also, it reminds us of the requirements for the practical MOT applications. Thus, in this paper, we propose an online multi-object tracking framework to resolve the practical tracking problems which are based on occlusion and the characteristics of video data system. First, we exploit the GMPHD filter for online MOT. To efficiently change the GMPHD filter's original domain, we define the tracking problems by miss detections in video data system. To deal with track loss by miss detection, we design a GMPHD filtering theory based hierarchical data association (HDA) strategy. Second, we assume that most of tracking problems are caused by occlusion in video data system. The occlusion between false positive tracks can cause ID-switch and the false positives, and the real occlusion between objects can make fragmented and miss tracks by miss detections. To handle these tracking problems, we propose a novel occlusion handling technique combined with HDA which is based on GMPHD filter tracking framework. Third, we consider that the proposed tracking framework should be implemented to run with realtime speed. That is because visual surveillance systems with higher intelligence require more immediate responses to the users with real-time speed. Also, immediate responses can help the systems' user and the machines to react abnormal situation rapidly. Finally, we evaluate the proposed method on the popular benchmark dataset. Our method shows the competitive performance against state-of-the-art methods in terms of "tracking accuracy versus speed". Our main contributions are described as follows: 1) To apply the GMPHD filter into video data system, we extended the conventional GMPHD filter based tracking process with a hierarchical data association (HDA) strategy. Also, we revised the equations of the GMPHD filter as a new cost function for HDA. HDA consists of detection-to-track association (D2TA) and track-to-track association (T2TA). Each cost matrix of each association stage is solved by the Hungarian method with the linear complexity O(n 3 ) (assignment problem). These D2TA and T2TA recovers lost tracks, while preserving real-time speed.
2) To handle occlusion in video-based tracking system, we devised "tracking merging" and "occlusion group energy minimization (OGEM)" which complement each other. "Tracking merging" relieves false positive tracks and "OGEM" recovers false "track merging" by using the occluded objects' group energy minimization. "Tracking merging" runs in trackinglevel so is different to detection-level merging such as nonmaximum-suppression. To measure overlapping ratio between occluded objects, we devise a new metric named as sum-ofintersection-over-area (SIOA). We use the SIOA metric instead of intersection-over-union (IOU) which is an extensively used metric. For "OGEM", we devise a new energy function to find the optimal state having the minimum energy in a group of occluded objects. "Tracking merging" and "OGEM" follow D2TA and T2TA, respectively. We name both techniques as occlusion group management (OGM).
3) Consequently, we propose an online multi-object tracking framework with the GMPHD filter and occlusion group management (GMPHD-OGM). In view of optimization techniques, the first and second contribution locally optimize tracking process which are the minimization of the association cost matrix and the occlusion group energy. We evaluate the proposed tracking framework on MOT15 [5] and MOT17 [6] benchmarks. The ablation study on training set shows that our method is more robust than the given baselines. The qualitative and quantitative evaluation results shows that GMPHD-OGM efficiently handle the defined tracking problems by occlusion. Moreover, the proposed method achieves competitive tracking performance against state-of-the-art online MOT algorithms in terms of CLEAR-MOT metrics [54] .
The related works are described in Section II. In Section III and IV, we introduce the GMPHD filter based tracking framework with HDA and OGM in detail, respectively. In Section V, our method is evaluated compared to baseline methods and state-of-the-art methods on the popular benchmarks MOT15 [5] and MOT17 [6] . We conclude this paper with future work in Section VI. Some preliminary results of this work was presented in Song et al. [16] , [17] .
II. RELATED WORKS
Our proposed tracking framework is influenced from the PHD filter based online multi-object tracking, and grouping approach (topology and relative motion analysis).
The PHD filter [1] [2] [3] was originally designed to deal with radar/sonar data based multi-object tracking (MOT) systems. Mahler et al. [1] proposed a recursive Bayes filter equations for the PHD filter which optimizes MOT process in radar/sonar systems with the random-finite set (RFS) of state and observations. Following this PHD filtering theory, Vo et al. [3] implemented governing equations by using the Gaussian mixture model as closed-form recursions, named as the Gaussian mixture probability hypothesis density (GMPHD) filter. In the original domains the tracking algorithm should estimate true tracks (states) from a lot of observations as shown in Figure 1 -(a). Whereas the radar/sonar sensors receive massive false positive but rarely missed observations, visual object detectors generate much less false positive and more missed observations than the radar/sonar sensors does as shown in Figure 1-(b) . Thus, the GMPHD filter is efficient dealing with the false positive observations, but needs to be extended and improved by additional techniques for MOT in video data system.
As demand increases on online and real-time tracker in video-based tracking system, the PHD filter have been an emerging tracking model, recently. Song et al. [16] extended the GMPHD filter based tracking with the two-stage hierarchical data association strategy to recover fragmented and lost tracks. They defined the affinity in the track-to-track association step by using tracks' linear motion and color histogram appearance. This approach is an intuitive implementation of the GMPHD filter to handle tracking problems, but cannot correct the false associations already made in the detectionto-track association. T. Kutschbach et al. [42] added the kernelized correlation filters (KCF) [53] for online appearance update to overcome occlusion with the naive GMPHD filtering process. They showed a robust online appearance learning to re-find the IDs of the lost tracks. However, updating appearance information of all objects at every frame requires heavy computing resources. R. Sanchez-Matilla et al. [22] proposed a detection confidence based MOT model with the PHD filter.
Strong (high confidence) detections initiate and propagate tracks but weak (low confidence) detections only propagate existing tracks. This strategy works well when the detection results are reliable. However, the tracking performance is dependent on the detection performance, and especially weak to long-term missed detections. Z. Fu et al. [18] adopted an adaptive gating technique and an online group-structured dictionary (appearance) learning strategy into the GMPHD filter. They made the GMPHD filter have a sophisticated tracking process and fit to video based MOT.
Grouping approach e.g., relative motion and topological model, already have been exploited in [21] , [23] . The key difference between their methods and ours is that [21] , [23] consider the relations between all objects in a scene but we only consider topological information in the group of occluded objects. Grouping only the occluded objects exclude trivial solutions (associations) which focuses on solving subproblems and reduces computing time.
III. PROPOSED ONLINE MULTI-OBJECT TRACKING FRAMEWORK
In this section, we briefly introduce the general tracking process of the Gaussian mixture probability hypothesis density (GMPHD) filter in Subsection III-A. In III-B, we address how to extend the GMPHD filter with the hierarchical data association strategy in video-based online MOT systems.
A. The GMPHD Filter
The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) of the GMPHD filter includes means, covariances, and weights which are propagated at every time stamp as follows; Initialization, Prediction, Update, and Pruning steps. We employ this basic process of the GMPHD filter but revise fit to the video-based MOT system.
where X k and I k denote a set of objects' states and the number of them at time k, respectively. A state vector x k is composed of (c x , c y , v x , v y ), where c x , c y , v x , and v y indicate the x-axis center point of the bounding box, the y-axis center point of the bounding box, the x-axis velocity, and the y-axis velocity, respectively. Likewise, Z k and J k denote a set of observations (detection responses) and the number of them at time k, respectively. An observation z k is composed of (c x , c y ), where c x and c y indicate the x-axis and the y-axis center of the detection bounding box, respectively. Equation (3) and (4) describe the basic notations of state and observation.
The tracking process of the GM-PHD filter is composed of four steps: Initialization, Prediction, Update, and Pruning as follows. The radar/sonar sensors receive a lot of clutters (false positive error) but rarely miss objects (false negative error), whereas the detector in video data tends to receive a few clutters around the objects and misses more objects than the radar/sonar senors do.
Fig. 2:
Flow chart of the proposed online multi-object tracking framework. The red dotted line divides the proposed hierarchical data association into two stages. Each stage and its states and observations are marked as blue and red, i.e., D2TA and T2TA, respectively. The key components of this chart, such as init, D2TA, Merge, T2TA, OGEM, live and lost tracklets are used in Figure 3 and Figure 9 , also.
Initialization:
where the GMM is initialized by the initial observations from the detection responses. Besides, when an observation fails to find the association pair, i.e., updating object state, the observation initializes a new Gaussian model (a new state). Gaussian probability function N represents tracking objects with weight w, mean vector m, object state vector x, and covariance matrix P . At this step, we set the initial velocities of mean vector to zeros. Each weight is set to the normalized confidence value of the corresponding detection response.
Prediction:
where we assume that the GMM representing the objects' states was initialized or active at the previous frame k − 1 in (6). In (7) and (8), F is the state transition matrix and Q is the process noise covariance matrix. F and Q are constants in our tracker. Then, we can predict the state at time k using the Kalman filtering. In (7), m Update:
where the goal of update step is deriving (9) . First, we should find an optimal observation z k at time k to update a Gaussian model. The optimal z makes q k be the maximum in (10) . R denotes the observation noise covariance. H denotes the observation matrix to transit a state vector to an observation vector. Both R and H are constants in our application.
In the perspective of application, the update step involves data association. Updating the Gaussian state models follows finding the optimal observations updating the states through the data association. After finding the optimal z, the GMM is updated to (9) through (10), (11), and (14), (13), (12) .
where the states with the weight under threshold θ w are pruned as in (15) . We experimentally set θ w to 0.1. Then the weights of the surviving states are normalized as shown in (18) . The pruning step handles the false positive tracks by the false positive detections. The GMPHD filter [3] is specialized in handling false positives e.g., clutters and noise. However, tracking systems have the different problems, depending on their domains as shown in Figure 1 , where input and output indicate detection results (observations) and tracking results (states), respectively. As presented in [4] and Figure 1 -(a), at radar/sonar systems, the senors receive uncountable detection responses with a lot of clutters but objects are rarely missed. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 1-(b) , the video data based detectors observe less clutters and miss more objects than the radar/sonar senors do. The conventional GMPHD filter is effective to handle the clutters (false positive) but missed detctions cause the new tracking problems in video data system (false negative). Thus, we propose the GMPHD filtering based tracker with a hierarchical data association strategy.
B. Hierarchical Data Association
Video-based tracking systems have inherent problems as shown in Figure 1-(b) . Generally, when objects are not detected, the objects' IDs are frequently changed and the tracks are fragmented if only detection-to-track association is employed. To prevent these problems by missing objects, we take advantage of a hierarchical data association (HDA) strategy which has been widely used in many online multiobject tracking methods [14] , [16] , [17] , [22] , [25] . Thus, in this paper, we propose a simple HDA scheme with just two stages. The proposed HDA includes detection-to-track (D2T) and track-to-track (T2T) associations. We implement the both association methods with the GMPHD filtering process as given in III-A. Also, we derive a cost function from (11) of the GMPHD filtering process as follows:
where w . Then, cost matrix C can be built by every pair between state set X k|k−1 and observation set Z k as follows:
When the cost matrix C is built, the Hungarian algorithm is used to solve it. Then, the optimal pairs between observations and states are found, and consequently state x k|k−1 is updated to x k in D2T and T2T associations. In III-B1and III-B2, we introduce the definition of observations and states in each association stage with more detail usage of the cost function.
1) Detection-to-Track Association (D2TA, Stage 1): In D2TA, observation set Z k is filled with detection responses at time k. We assume that state set X k−1 already exists from time k − 1, and then X k|k−1 is predicted by using the Kalman filtering as shown in (6)-(8). Thus, the cost matrix C D2T is easily calculated with these sets X k|k−1 and Z k .
2) Track-to-Track Association (T2TA, Stage 2): In T2TA, a simple temporal analysis of tracklet is conduced. A tracklet means a fragment of the track, and becomes a calculation unit. Before T2TA, all tracklets are categorized into two types, according to success or failure of tracking at the present time k as follows:
where "live" indicates that tracking succeeds at time k. "lost" indicates that tracking fails at time k. Then, for the T2TA, observation set Z k is filled with the first (oldest) elements a j s s of "live" tracklets. However, the state set X k|k−1 is not filled with the last (most recent) elements a i t s of "lost" tracklets. 
One prediction step is needed as follows:
In ( 
IV. OCCLUSION GROUP MANAGEMENT SCHEME
In Section III, we addressed that the proposed online multiobject tracking framework is based on the GMPHD filterAlgorithm 1 Proposed Online MOT Algorithm k : the current frame number X k−1 : a set of states at time k − 1 Z k : a set of observations at time k σm : threshold for track merging τ T 2T : the minimum track length for T2TA θ T 2T : the maximum frame interval for T2TA T live : a {key:id,value:tracklet} set of live tracklets T lost : a {key:id,value:tracklet} set of lost tracklets
// the number of states 3: m = |Z k |; // the number of observations 4:
// a set of occlusion groups at time k-1 and k.
5:
if k = 1 or l = 0 then 6:
Initialize states X k with Z k ; 7:
return X k ; 10:
end if /* 1. Detection-to-Track Association (D2TA) */ 11:
// for cost matrix 12:
// for pairing observations' indices /*predict states X k−1 to be X k|k−1 */ 13:
for i = 1 to l do 14:
end for /*calculate the GMPHD filter cost matrix C D2T */ 16:
for i = 1 to l do 17:
for j = 1 to m do 18:
end for 20:
end for /*find min-cost pairs by the Hungarian method*/ 21: P D2T = HungrianM ethod(C D2T ); /*update and birth states*/ /*update X k|k−1 with the min-costly observations*/ 22:
end for /*prune X k|k−1 with the weight under 0.1*/ 25:
for i = 1 to l do 26:
end for 28:
is not assigned to update any state then 30:
Initialize newly birth state x with Z k [j]; 31:
end if 33:
end for /* 2. Merge States and Find Occlusion Groups */ 34:
/*manage tracklet pool after D2TA and MERGE*/ 36: for i = 1 to t 1 do 50:
for j = 1 to t 2 do 51:
end for 53:
end for /*find min-cost pairs by the Hungarian method*/ 54: P T 2T = HungrianM ethod(C T 2T ); /*update tracklets and manage tracklet pool after T2TA*/ 55:
for i = 1 to l do 56:
end for 58: OGEM (k, G k−1 , X k ); /*manage tracklet pool after OGEM*/ 69: return X k ; // return final states X k 80: end procedure object is more than one. Generally, it makes the object ID switched and false positive tracks. The extrinsic occlusion is defined when the number of detection responses on objects, occluded each other, is less or more than the number of the occluded objects. That can cause false negative and positive tracks, respectively. Figure 8 and 9 show the defined tracking issues well. The false positive detections made by intrinsic and extrinsic occlusions inevitably generate false tracks as shown in the second row Figure 9 (D2TA), if appropriate techniques do not handle it. To resolve the two types of problems, we design a new occlusion group management (OGM) scheme. OGM consists of "Track Merging" and "Occlusion Group Energy Minimization (OGEM)" routines which execute just after D2TA and T2TA, respectively. Figure 2 briefly shows the tracking pipeline with those two components of OGM. Consequently, our occlusion group management technique not only decreases false positive tracking results but also prevents occluded tracks from false "track merging". The effectiveness of the proposed OGM method is discussed in Section V in more detail.
A. Track Merging
Merging the neighboring objects' states with the distances under a threshold is proposed in [3] already. However, it for i = 1 to l do 6:
for j = i + 1 to l do 7:
; // SIOA occlusion ratio.
8:
if rocc > σm then 9:
// check to be merged 10:
else if rocc ≤ σm and rocc > 0 then 12:
end for /* merge the states where SIOA value > σm */ 21:
for i = 1 to l do 22:
for
Deactivate state X k [j]; 27: else 28: can only reflect point-to-point distance without considering regional information e.g., overlapping ratio between visual objects (bounding boxes). To measure the overlapping ratio, the intersection-over-union (IOU) metric has been widely used which was originally designed to measure mAP in object detection research fields [55] , [56] . However, the IOU metric is nice to refine the detection bounding boxes but not adjustable to measure overlapping ratio for merging the objects. Figure 8 explains that reason by a case study. The case study mainly assumes that the number of detection responses (observations) is larger than the number of real objects. When the observations most likely include false positive detections, the object states by those observations also most likely become the false positive states. So, to handle and consider the characteristic of those observations with the false positive errors, we propose a new metric named as sum-of-intersection-over-area (SIOA). The IOU and SIOA metrics are formulated as follows:
Algorithm 3 Occlusion Group Energy Minimization
k : the current frame number G k−1 : a set of occlusion groups at time k − 1 X k : a set of states at time k 1: function OGEM(k,G k−1 ,X k ) 2: l = |G k−1 |; // l : the number of the groups G k−1 .
3:
n = |X k |; // n : the number of the states X k . /*build the GMMs for all occlusion groups at time k-1*/ /*a GMM is used for the defined energy function in (36)*/ 4:
for i = 1 to l do 5: the mean vectors m having topological info and 10:
the covariance matrix R as defined in (36) 11: end for 12:
E min = DBL M AX; //variable for the min-energy.
13:
h min = 0; //index to the optimal hypothesis. 14:
for h = 1 to |H| do //iterate topological hypotheses.
15:
if E(h) < E min then //find the optimal hypothesis.
16:
h min = h; 17:
Find the state x with g.id in X k ; 23:
if x is in X k then 24:
else 26:
end if 28:
end for 29:
end for 30:
return X k ; 31: end function where A and B indicate two different objects. area represent a bounding box (x, y, width, height). Algorithm 2 describes the proposed track merging method. Track merging with the SIOA metric follows after the D2T association as presented in Subsection III-B1 and Figure 2 .
B. Occlusion Group Energy Minimization
The occlusion group energy minimization method is devised to prevent the true objects which are occluded to others from false merging. In other words, track merging after detectionto-track association (D2TA) may merge occluded objects with correct number of observations into the states with less number of real objects. That can cause tracking errors such as false negative and fragmented tracks.
Thus, we propose a new energy minimization model to prevent false merging, named as "Occlusion Group Energy Minimization (OGEM)". Each group of occluded objects has an energy function represented by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) as follows:
where h, t, m, and R indicate hypothesis, topological vector, mean vector, and Gaussian covariance marix (noise), respectively. A Gaussian probability function N , i.e., component of the GMM, indicates a topological position vector between two objects in an occlusion group, which is given at time k − 1.
The Gaussian function has a mean vector m which denotes becomes inactive by false merging in occlusion, we build a new hypothesis using a x d k|k−1 as a dummy. Then the dummy added hypothesis recovers the false merged object. If there are n occluded objects in a group, n(n−1) hypotheses exists with the condition 1 < n < 4. Then with these topological models, we can find an optimal one among all hypotheses making the group cost minimal.
Whereas track merging runs after the D2TA, the proposed occlusion group energy minimization follows Track-to-Track Association (T2TA) as described in Figure 2 . Figure 9 includes some examples to explain that the proposed group energy minimization complements track merging step. The tracking stage at frame 42 explains it.
In summary, both "Track Merging" and "Oclcusion Group Energy Minimization" procedures assume occlusion situations, and the GMPHD filtering is adopted as the main framework. The pseudo-code examples of proposed occlusion group management scheme are described in Algorithm 2 and 3. Also, both methods correspond to line 8, 35 and 67-78 in Algorithm 1 which represents the whole tracking framework. From now on we use GMPHD-OGM as the abbreviation for the proposed algorithm, online multi-object tracking with the GMPHD filter and occlusion group management.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present development environment including parameter settings, and also discuss evaluation results of the GMPHD-OGM tracker which include an ablation study with baselines and comparisons to state-of-the-art methods. The GMPHD-OGM tracker is implemented by Visual C++ with OpenCV3.4.1 and boost1.61.0 libraries, and without any GPU-accelerated libraries such as CUDA. All experiments are conducted on Windows 10 with Intel i7-7700K CPU @ 4.20GHz and DDR4 32.0GB RAM.
A. Parameter Setting
Our proposed tracking framework involves several parameter settings. Parameter σ m indicates the threshold for "Track Merging" which is set to 0.5 in terms of the SIOA metric. 0.5 is set not only empirically set but by considering the occlusion cases between size-variant bounding boxes as shown in Case 4 and 5 of Figure 8 . τ T 2T and θ T 2T are related to track-totrack association (T2TA) of the hierarchical data association, whose parameters are selected adaptively, scene-by-scene. The optimal values of τ T 2T and θ T 2T are gained from the ablation study presented in Figure 7 . We use the optimal parameter settings from training to test sequences. These three parameters are summarized in Table I .
The GMPHD filtering process has a set of static parameters. The matrices F , Q, P , R, and H are used in Prediction
Step and Update Step. Also, θ w is used in Pruning Step. Experimentally, we set the parameters for the GMPHD filter's tracking process as follows: the maximum frame interval for T2TA 5 to 100
B. Evaluation Results
In this section, we evaluated the propose method with state-of-the-art online [14] [15] [16] , [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] and offline [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] MOT methods in terms of the CLEAR-MOT metrics [54] . The CLEAR-MOT metrics gracefully measure multi-object tracking performance from the detailed perspectives such as multi-object tracking accuracy (MOTA), multi-object tracking precision (MOTP), mostly tracked objects (MT), mostly lost objects (ML), the total number of flase positives (FP), the total number of false negatives (missed tracks, FN) , the total number of identity switches (IDS), the total number of times that a trajectory is fragmented (Frag), and processing speed (frames per second, FPS). Among these metrics, MOTA is normally proposed as the key metric, because it considers three error sources including FP, FN, and IDS, comprehensively. The evaluation results contain not only the tracking results on the MOT15 and MOT17 test datasets but also an ablation study on the MOT15 training dataset.
First, in the ablation study, we employ the two baseline methods, to find optimal parameters settings and to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method. One is the GMPHD filter based tracker with the hierarchical data association (HDA) and without the occlusion group management (OGM). The other is the GMPHD filter based tracker with HDA and OGM by using the IOU metric for measuring occlusion ratio. We name these three methods as GMPHD-HDA, GMPHD-OGM (/w IOU), and GMPHD-OGM (/w SIOA) as shown in Table II and Figure 7 . The GMPHD-OGM (/w SIOA) method is our final tracking model. The scene-by-scene optimal parameter settings of those three methods are obtained by another ablation study as shown in Figure 7 . The same τ T 2T and θ T 2T settings are applied to the whole training sequences with the range {1, 2, 3} and {5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100}, respectively. GMPHD-OGM (/w IOU) is improved over GMPHD-HDA in terms of the upper bound of tracking accuracy (the maximum MOTA). GMPHD-OGM (/w SIOA) shows that upper bound and lower bound of tracking accuracy increases. Besides, with θ T 2T over 20, the maximum and minimum values of MOTA increase on average. Figure 8 shows the comparison results of "Track Merging" between using the IOU metric and the SIOA metric when the detection results with a lot of false positives are given. Also, through the case study on occlusion, we observe that the IOU metric cannot consider size-variant detections with false positives and too sensitive to be used for merging as shown in Figure 8 . On the other hand, the SIOA metric can consider the size-variant detection and the optimal value of merging threshold σ m is decided to be 0.5 by the occlusion cases 4 and 5, empirically. Table II provides the quantitative results on the MOT15 training dataset with the best performance results on each sequence and σ m = 0.5. GMPH-OGM (w/ IOU) does not show outstanding improvement compared to GMPHD-HDA even though GMPHD-OGM (w/ IOU) takes more processing time since the OGM scheme runs whereas it does not in GMPHD-HDA. GMPHD-OGM (w/ SIOA) shows meaningful improvements in terms of MOTA, The ablation study proves that GMPHD-OGM is not only overall improved but also more robust and less sensitive in parameters than baseline methods. Figure 9 demonstrates some qualitative results of our tracking framework in view of overall process. Detection results (observations) initialize tracking objects (states). In the sequential tracking process, the states are associated with the proper observations by the detection-to-track association (D2TA) using the GMPHD filtering process. From false positive detections, false positive tracks can be generated and then "Track Merging" handles it. If objects are occluded and their IDs are switched, track-to-track association (T2TA) can recover their IDs. In the case that "Track Merging" merges true tracks (false merging), the occlusion group energy minimization (OGEM) process can recover it which optimizes energy of a group of occluded objects at current time by calculating the probability of the Gaussian mixture model as described in Subsection IV-B. Table III and IV show the quantitative evaluations results on MOT15 and MOT17 test dataset, respectively. Those two benchmark datasets have crucial different characteristics. First, provided public detection results are different, MOT15 provides ACF [8] detector based detections, and MOT17 provides three types of detections such as DPM [9] , FRCNN [10] , and SDP [11] . Compared to the DNN based detectors FRCNN and SDP, ACF and DPM exploit hand-crafted features learning and models, and thus show relatively poor performance. DPM generates more false positives than FRCNN and SDP do, and especially ACF misses much more objects than others do. Thus, in MOT15, state-of-the-art trackers shows wider range of MOTA distribution than that in MOT17. Among online methods, the trackers with DNN [14] , [37] shows the top MOTA scores in MOT15 and MOT17, respectively. Our method achieves the second best MOTA 30.7 vs. the best speed 169.5 fps in MOT15, but we think that the performance is competitive and enough to consider real-time application. In Figure 5 -(a), the proposed method is located in a distinguished spot in terms of tracking accuracy (MOTA) vs. speed (fps). That also proves effectiveness of our occlusion group based object analysis (OGM), compared to other relation analysis between all objects in the scene [21] , [23] . However, in MOT17, the speed of the proposed method decreases to 30.7 fps. That speed still belongs to real-time processing time but is not outstanding compared to other online methods. That is caused by the second different point between two datatsets. MOT15 includes 5783 frames with 721 tracks, 61440 bounding boxes, and 10.6 density i.e., the average number of objects a frame, whereas MOT17 includes 17757 frames with 2355 tracks, 564228 bounding boxes, and 31.8 density. Because MOT17 has the scenes not only with much higher density but also accurate detection results, those points increase tracking accuracy and processing time. Figure 5 -(b) proves those facts where the performances of state-of-the-art methods are saturated on the spot with MOTA around 50 and speed under 5 fps. Even though our method achieves the second best MOTA and speed among online approaches in MOT17, the speed is drastically decreased compared to MOT15. Figure 6 explains that reason. In MOT17-03, the speed is around 10 fps since many objects appear in the scene with 69.8 density which means the average number of objects per frame. That makes the number of track-totrack association greatly increase. The proposed method is still comparative and positioned at meaningful spot for realtime application as shown in Figure 5-(b) . In addition to our tracking algorithm (GMPHD-OGM), many PHD filter based online approaches [16] , [18] , [22] , [38] , [41] [42] [43] have been proposed in the past decade. Against them, GMPHD-OGM achieves not only the best MOTA, MOTP, MT, ML, FN, and speed scores on MOT15 but also the second best MOTA, speed, and best MT, FN, and Frag scores in MOT17. Especially, against to state-of-the-art online approaches, the proposed method is distinguished in terms of tracking accuracy (MOTA) vs. speed (fps), even though we did not utilize any complex visual features except bounding boxes. Also, the proposed tracker (GMPHD-OGM) against state-of-the-art algorithms including online with DNN even including offline, GMPHD-OGM shows the competitive MOTA versus speed as [10] , and SDP [11] . described in Figure 5 , Table III, and Table IV. VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK In this paper, we proposed an efficient online multi-object tracking framework with the GMPHD filter and the occlusion group management (OGM) named as GMPHD-OGM. In the proposed framework, our first contribution is that the Gaussian mixture probability hypothesis density (GMPHD) filter [3] is exploited to resolve MOT task. Since the GMPHD filter is originally designed to handle MOT in radar/sonar system, we should revise the filter to fit to video data system. To resolve missed tracks problem in the difference domain, we extended the conventional GMPHD filtering process with the hierarchical data association (HDA) strategy as explained in Figure 1 . The second contribution is that to solve the occlusion problems, we proposed an occlusion group management (OGM) scheme. OGM is composed of "Track Merging" and "Occlusion Group Energy Minimization (OGEM)". "Track Merging" reduced the number of false positives by merging them. The OGEM prevents false merging between true tracks. Both modules complement each other, and also instead of the IOU metric, we designed a new metric named as sum-ofintersection-over-area (SIOA) to measure the occlusion ratio between visual objects. The third is that the effectiveness of our tracker (GMPHD-OGM) was introduced by the ablation study with the baselines and the evaluation results on MOT15 [5] and MOT17 [6] benchmarks with state-of-the-art MOT methods. The ablation study proves that GMPHD-OGM (w/ SIOA) is more efficient to solve the defined problems than the given baseline methods such as GMPHD-HDA and GMPHD-OGM (w/ IOU). GMPHD-OGM achieves the best MOTA scores in MOT15 and MOT17 datasets, respectively, in comparison with the PHD filter based online trackers [16] , [18] , [22] , [38] , [41] [42] [43] . Finally, by the comprehensive evaluation, we conclude the proposed tracker (GMPHD-OGM) against state-of-the-art algorithms including online with DNN even including offline, GMPHD-OGM shows the competitive value in "MOTA versus speed". As a future work, we will develop an efficient real-time tracker even with the number of objects over hundred, simultaneously, achieving the state-ofthe-art level tracking accuracy.
TABLE II: Quantitative evaluation results on MOT15 training dataset. The proposed method namely GMPHD-OGM (w/ SIOA) is compared to two baseline methods GMPHD-HDA and GMPHD-OGM (w/ IOU). GMPHD-HDA employs the GMPHD filtering with hierarchical data association (HDA). GMPHD-OGM is equal to GMPHD-HDA with the proposed occlusion group management (OGM). The IOU and SIOA metrics are used for "Track Merging" in GMPHD-OGM (w/ IOU) and (w/ SIOA), respectively. The optimal values of the merging threshold σ m are underlined and the best scores are in bold in terms of the CLEAR-MOT metrics. 
